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Abstract. A metasurface in the metal-insulator-grating configuration is designed and optimised to support
enhancement of coherent Raman signal of selected molecules orders of magnitude above the single-molecule
detection threshold. The tunability is demonstrated by adjusting the structure to match selected Raman peaks of
rhodamine, however, its spectral response is broad enough to cover a range of Raman shifts. Finally, the grating
allows switching between distinct values of Raman shift with a single metasurface illuminated at different angles.
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1 Introduction

Raman spectroscopy allows detection and identification of
different molecular species even in complex samples with
relatively simple experimental setups. Raman techniques
can be used on various types of samples, and the spectra
can be acquired in short times and from small, even
microscopic volumes [1]. However, the major drawback of
the technique is the typically weak signal, that makes the
approach inefficient especially for low concentration, for
example in bio-medical diagnostics. Enhancement of the
Raman signal at nanostructured metallic surfaces [2,3]
allowed lowering the detection threshold to extremely low
concentrations, making sensing at the level of single
molecules possible [4–6]. However, operation at such low
concentrations remains challenging and requires tip-
enhanced spectroscopy techniques [5,7–9] or novel dedi-
cated microscope designs [10]. Further improvement of
sensitivity is still needed, on the one hand, to relax these
requirements. On the other hand, greater sensitivity would
allow extending the range of detected molecular species, or
would even enable identification of single unknown
molecules. A potential to achieve these ambitious goals
is offered by the coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS) technique, that exploits a nonlinear four-wave
mixing process [11–13]: Two beams, referred to as pump
and Stokes beams of frequencies ωp and ωs coherently
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interact and, as a result, give rise to a coherent signal at the
anti-Stokes frequency ωa under the resonance condition
that corresponds to the energy conservation requirement

!p � !s ¼ !a � !p ¼ �; ð1Þ
where theRaman shiftΔ is a characteristic feature of a given
molecule related to its vibronic profile (Fig. 1). Surface
enhanced CARS (SECARS) additionally exploits signal
intensity enhancement related to occurrence of plasmonic
excitations at the surface of metallic nanoparticles: these
nanoparticles can be tailored in order to locally enhance
electromagnetic fields of desired optical to near-infrared
frequencies [14]. Still, engineering particles that would
simultaneously enhance electric fields at multiple desired
frequencies is in general a challenging task. The SECARS
technique can be significantly more sensitive than the
standard surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy [15]. In
order to achieve single-molecule sensitivity, huge signal
enhancement is requiredofat least10–11ordersofmagnitude
[4].Withexactly thisperformance level, exploiting twobroad
plasmonic modes resonant with the Stokes and anti-Stokes
field, the technique has already been demonstrated to enable
molecular detection at the single-molecule level [16,17].
Plasmonic nanostructures with even stronger predicted
enhancement have been engineered such as gold trimers [18]
or silver metal-insulator-metal configurations [19].

Here, we make a contribution towards exploring the
potentialofplasmonicenhancementofCARSingreaterdepth,
and propose a metal-insulator-grating metasurface that
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
event: an absorption of two photons of the probe beam along with
a stimulated emission of a photon in the Stokes beam results in a
coherent emission of a photon at the anti-Stokes frequency. Black
lines represent molecular energy levels, e.g., associated with its
vibrational structure. Note that the sample is illuminated with
two, pump and Stokes fields, while the anti-Stokes radiation is
generated through the nonlinear process.
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supportsmultiple, tunable resonancepeaks.Similar structures
have been investigated before in the context of tunable multi-
resonant optical response [20,21]. We base the design on gold
elements, which is generally more stable in experimental
conditions than silver thatperformsbetter in theory leading to
stronger enhancement predictions. The structure unit cell
combines a nanodisk dimer and a grating: three elements
which, when coupled, support three resonance modes in the
near-infrared regimeof interest. In particular, each of the disks
supports a peak corresponding to its fundamental resonance.
Their coupling leads to the resonance splitting in a pair. This
pairwill give rise to theStokesandanti-Stokespeaks,however,
influencedbythepresenceofgrating.Thatallowsustoshiftthe
pair in the spectral domain and achieve tunability by
modification of the incidence angle of illuminating beams.
Additionally, the grating sharpens the Stokes and anti-Stokes
pair and gives rise to a third resonance thatwill play the role of
the pump peak. To demonstrate the potential to tailor the
metasurface by design tomatch the Raman profiles of various
molecules, we adjust the geometry parameters to selected
peaks in the Raman spectrum of rhodamine 6G. Finally, we
demonstrate how the same structure could be tuned post
fabrication to match other values of Raman shift.

2 Metasurface geometry CARS signal
enhancement of rhodamine

A unit cell of the metasurface under consideration is
schematically depicted in Figure 2a (side view) and
Figure 2b (top view). We exploit the metal-insulator-grating
(MIG) arrangement. In the top layer, each unit cell contains
twocoupledgoldnanodisks of the same radiusRandheighthd,
separated by a gap of size d. A gold grating with each slab of
width wg and height hg extended in the y direction makes the
bottom layer. The slabs are separated by gaps of size g. A glass
(SiO2) insulator spacer slab of height hs is sandwiched in
between as themiddle layer. In the xy plane, the unit cell has a
square shape of side lengthP. The surroundingmedium is air.
The structure could be fabricated in a bottom up scenario,
where subsequent layers could be structured by electron beam
lithography.

This choice of a metasurface offers a rich multi-resonant
optical spectrumwiththreepeaks inthenear-infraredregime
that can be tuned by design to match the Raman profile of a
molecule of choice (see example spectra in Fig. 3 and below
foradetaileddiscussion).Eachof thenanodisksplays therole
of an electric dipole, and their coupling gives rise to a pair of
resonances. The third peak results from coupling the
nanodisks with the grating. Naturally, in the miniaturized
structure, all geometry parameters affect the spectral
positions of each of these resonances. However, to the first
approximation, we can spectrally tune the side peaks
modifying the disks while changing the grating pattern
mostly affects the middle resonance (see Appendix A).

The geometry parameters of the unit cell are engineered
to match prominent Raman peaks of rhodamine 6G at
D1 = 1314 cm–1, D2 = 1363 cm–1 andD3 = 1512 cm–1 [22,23].
Optimisation of the structure for each value of the Raman
shift corresponds in general to a whole new design, where
modification of the geometry parameters allows for tuning
the threepeakpositions of the spectral response tomatch the
CARS resonance condition (1) for a given Dj. The design is
performed numerically, by solving full-vectorial Maxwell’s
equations in the frequencydomainwith thefinite integration
technique, using the commercial solver CST Studio Suite.

Periodic boundary conditions in x and y directions are
used to extend the unit cell of themetasurface. For the SiO2
insulator, we have set the refractive index n= 1.45 [24], and
Palik’s data were used to model the dielectric permittivity
of gold [25] in the two nanodisks and the grating. The
metasurface is illuminated with a plane wave incident in
the z direction from the top (disk) side with electric and
magnetic fields polarised in the x and y directions,
respectively. Default surface-based tetrahedral meshing
was chosen in the numerical study. The number of mesh
cells was 230638, with the cell per max model box edge was
10. The length of the shortest and longest edge was 2.5 nm
and 255.399 nm, respectively. The minimum and max-
imum of all mesh cell quality values were 0.071 and 0.998,
respectively. Matching the metasurface with a given value
of the Raman shift Δj is based on variation of metasurface
geometry parameters, and here, adjustment of the gaps d
between the disks and g between the grating slabs plays the
key role.With fixed thicknesses of all elements: hd= 35 nm,
hs = 250 nm, hg = 30 nm, fixed disk radius R = 90 nm,
grating width wg= 20 nm and unit cell size P= 600 nm, the
gap sizes can be adjusted to match any of the three
rhodamine Raman shifts given above. The resonant values
are collected in the 3rd and 4th columns of Table 1.

We now investigate in greater detail the optical response
of the metasurface for the set of geometry parameters
corresponding to the Raman shiftΔ1=1314 cm–1. The setup
sustains the required multi-resonant character, as evident
from the reflection R(l), transmission T(l) and absorption
A (l)=1−R(l)−T(l) spectra in Figure 3, where l stands for
the free-space wavelength. The three peak positions in the
near-infrared are given in Table 1 in terms of the



Fig. 3. Spectra of the MIG metasurface with geometry arrangements matching the rhodamine 6G Raman shift D1=1314 cm−1:
(a) reflection, (b) transmission and (c) absorption.

Table 1. Geometry parameters (d, g) for which the spectral response of the investigated metasurface adjusts to different
rhodamine 6G Raman shifts Dj; resonance positions of the resulting peaks in the metasurface spectral response ljs;p;a,
maximum value of the corresponding local scattered field enhancement factors at peak wavelengths
FEðljs;p;aÞ≡FEð~rmax; l

j
s;p;aÞ, and the maximum value of the local SECARS enhancement factorGDj

SECARS. Maximization
is here performed over positions within the unit cell.

Geometry Stokes Pump Anti-Stokes GDj

Dj ½cm�1� d [nm] g [nm] ljs [nm] FEðljsÞ ljp [nm] FEðljpÞ lja[nm] FEðljaÞ

j ¼ 1 1314 7.4 5.4 920 81 821 71 741 28 1.3� 1014

j ¼ 2 1363 7.5 5.5 930 79 825 69 742 25 1.1� 1014

j ¼ 3 1512 10.0 5.6 939 82 822 55 731 18 0.2� 1014

Fig. 2. Unit cell of the proposed metasurface: side (a) and top (b) views.
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correspondingpeakwavelengthslS,p,a=2pc/vS,p,a,where c
is the vacuum speed of light andwe refer to the lowest-, mid-
and highest-energy resonances respectively as the Stokes,
pump and anti-Stokes. The peak wavelengths fulfill the
CARS resonance condition (1).

The spectra in Figure 3 are related to the local electric
field enhancement factors

FEðr ; lÞ ¼
~Eð~r ;lÞ
���

���
~E 0

���
���

; ð2Þ

where ~Eð~r; lÞ corresponds to the scattered electric field at
position~r in the unit cell for illumination at the wavelength

l with a plane wave of amplitude ~E0

���
���. In general, the field
enhancement factor depends on polarisation of the
illuminating beam, which we here set parallel to the x
direction as indicated above. Please note that frequency
conversion effects in gold nanostructures are relatively
inefficient and the corresponding signal would not be
expected to spectrally overlap with the Raman signal.

The near-field distributions for resonant illumination at
the Stokes, pump and anti-stokes wavelengths are
presented in Figure 4, where the absolute value of the
electric field amplitude normalized to the input field is
shown in the xy plane directly above the nanodisks. Regions
of strong electric field enhancement for different illumina-
tion wavelengths overlap, promising high local SECARS
enhancement. Also, the points of maximum electric field
enhancement ~rmax occur in the gap region between the



Fig. 4. The near field amplitude enhancement distributions log10 FEð~r; l1a;p;sÞ
h i

across the unit cell, in the plane directly above the

nanodisks at the wavelengths corresponding to the (a) anti-stokes (741 nm), (b) pump (821 nm), and (c) stokes (920 nm) peaks.

Fig. 5. Distribution of the SECARS enhancement factor
log10G

D1 ð~r; l1
S
; l1

p
; l1

a
Þ across the unit cell directly above the

nanodisk top surface.
Fig. 6. Electric field enhancement factor FEð~rmax; lÞ at the
position of strongest enhancement~rmax in the nanodisk gap as a
function of the free space illumination wavelength l.
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disks for all threewavelengths.Thismeans that a rhodamine
molecule positioned in a hotspot generated in the nanodisk
gap would be subject to a significantly enhanced field that
would give rise to a strong CARS signal.

In quantitative terms, local SECARS enhancement
factor is evaluated as a product of the field enhancement
factors in accordance with the nonlinear four wave mixing
scheme depicted in Figure 1

G ~r ; ls; lp; la
�� ¼ FEð~r ; lsÞ2:FEð~r ; lpÞ4:FEð~r ; laÞ2:

ð3Þ
Below we will denote as GD1 ~r; ls; lp; laÞ

�
the value of

the enhancement provided by themetasurface optimised to
match the Raman shift D1 in accordance with Table 1. The
metasurface under consideration gives rise to the local
SECARS enhancement factor of maximum value
GD1ð~rmax; l

1
S; l

1
p; l

1
aÞ≈ 1:3 � 1014. Geometries optimised

for other selected Raman shifts D2,D3 result in similar
values with 13–14 orders of magnitude CARS signal
enhancement, as can be read out from Table 1. These
values exceed the single-molecule detection threshold [4] by
3 orders of magnitude.

The values given above reflect local CARS signal
enhancement at the most favourable point ~rmax. The
spatial distribution of the enhancement factor of
the Raman peak at 1314 cm–1 GD1ð~r; l1S; l1p; l1aÞ across
the optimised unit cell in the xy plane directly above the
nanodisks is depicted in Figure 5. Following the field
enhancement profiles, SECARS signal enhancement
exceeding the threshold value of 10 orders of magnitude
can be achieved in the yellow regions in the gap between the
nanodisks of approximate volume of 5 � 104 nm3. This
volume can hold a rhodamine molecule of approximately
1 nm in size, as well as other, potentially larger molecules.

Figure 6 depicts the field enhancement factor
FE ~rmax; lð Þ for the same metasurface geometry arrange-
ment at the fixed position ofmaximum field enhancement, but
dependingontheilluminationwavelength.Thepeakvaluescan
be read out from Table 1. The near-field spectrum in Figure 6



Fig. 7. Resonancewavelengths dependence on the incidence angle
for the three resonance peaks of the investigated metasurface.

Fig. 8. Differences of resonance frequencies in function of the
incidence angle. The crossing points correspond to fulfilling the
Raman resonance condition (1) for different Raman shifts
indicated in the figure.
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demonstrates the broad character of the resonance peaks, in
particular, of the pump and Stokes resonances. This suggests
that although themetasurface geometry is now optimised for
the Raman shift at D1 ¼ 1314 cm–1, it would still provide
significantCARS signal enhancement corresponding to other
prominent Raman shifts at D2 or D3. Indeed, the value of the
CARS enhancement factor corresponding to the shift of D2
sustained by the metasurface optimised for D1 reaches
GD1ð~rmax; l

2
s; l

2
p; l

2
aÞ≈ 9 � 1013. The value corresponding

tothethird investigatedRamanshiftD3=1512cm–1provided
bythesamenanostructuregeometry isanorderofmagnitude
smallerdue to the slightmismatchwith the relativelynarrow
anti-Stokes peak. In consequence, the structure could
support Raman signal enhancement from rhodamine
molecules in a broad range of a few hundred inverse
centimetres aroundtheD1 shift, bringing it even2–3orders of
magnitude above the single-molecule threshold. Similarly,
the signal from other molecules could be improved with the
same metasurface structure, e.g., CO2 with the most
prominent peak at 1385 cm–1 [26], the 1360 cm–1 peak of
glucose [27], and many others.

Finally, please note that the investigated structure is
tailored for the detection of molecules at extremely low
concentrations, in particular, at the single-molecule level.
The presence of molecules at such low concentrations has
little influence on the refractive index of the nanoparticles’
surroundings. Therefore, we expect the metasurface’s
optical response would hardly be modified by their
presence. The molecules are rather detected with Raman
techniques due to the generation of the anti-Stokes signal,
absent without the molecules, therefore delivering back-
ground-free detection possibility.

3 Post-fabrication tunability

In theprevious sectionwehavedemonstrated the structure’s
capability to improve the Raman signal in the range around
1310 cm–1, with the enhancement peaks fulfilling the
resonance condition (1) under normal incidence. In
the MIG configuration, integration of the grating in the
metasurface design provides an additional degree of freedom
andatuningknob, relatedtothe illumination incidenceangle
on which the optical response of the metasurface strongly
depends. The angle is denoted as u in Figure 2. Below we
demonstrate how this tunability knob can be exploited to
switch between different Raman shift ranges.

Moreover, in a practical fabrication process the nano-
scaled shapes, sizes and even the varying material quality
are sources of imperfections that will in general degrade the
achieved signal enhancement. This is typically overcome
by preparing multiple samples with increasingly modified
geometry parameters [28]. Here, an alternative strategy by
adjustment of the illumination angle could be used instead.

We analyse the effect for the metasurface designed to
matchtheRaman shiftD1atnormal incidence.Asthe incident
angle is modified in the range from 0 to 25 deg, the resonances
redshift (Fig. 7), in general breaking the CARS resonance
condition (1). The differences between pairs of resonance
frequenciesvp � vs andva � vp are shown inFigure 8,where
each of the crossing points fulfills the CARS condition with a
differentRaman shift, in this caseD=712 cm–1 for u=13° and
D=529 cm–1 for u=21°. This means that by changing the
incident angle the resonance wavelengths can be switched
from one to another Raman shift, making one metasurface
operational with different molecular species.

4 Conclusions

We have discussed a MIG metasurface suitable to enhance
the CARS signal, in particular from rhodamine G6,
exceeding the single-particle detection threshold by up
to 3 orders of magnitude.



Fig. A1. Spectral position of the three investigated resonance peaks as functions of the disk geometry parameters (left: distance
between nanodisks, middle: nanodisk radius) and grating height (right).
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Despitethehighsensitivityofthesetup’sspectral response
with respect to its geometry parameters, especially the gap
sizes, due to the broad character of the resonances the value of
the SECARS enhancement factor is not crucially dependent
on the very small size variation. In fact, one geometric setup
arrangement can actually cover many resonances and adjust
to several molecular species. Moreover, integration of the
grating in the metasurface geometry makes switching
between distinct ranges ofRaman shifts possible by adjusting
the angle at which the structure is illuminated.

We acknowledge the support from the National Science Centre,
Poland (project No. 2016/23/G/ST3/04045) and Helmholtz
Young Investigators Group (VH-NG-1404).
Appendix A: Spectral tuning

Figure A1 presents the spectral shift of the three resonance
peaks as geometryparameters of the top layer (disks) and the
grating are modified. The figure corresponds to hd = 65 nm,
hs = 200 nm, wg = 20 nm, P = 600 nm and, unless specified
differently in the figure,R= 80 nm, d= 10 nm, hg= 100 nm.
Thefigure illustrates thatthepositionsof thetwoside(Stokes
and anti-Stokes) resonances are sensitive to the disk
parameters, while the middle pump resonance is rather
robustwith respect to disk geometry tuning.This is expected
since the side peaks arise due to the hybridisation of the disk
resonances and are absent as the disks are removed.
Contrary, all three resonances red-shift as the grating height
is increased, with the slightly more sensitive response of the
middle peak found in the investigated range of parameters.
All resonancesare relativelyrobust tomodulationsof thedisk
height: They shift by approximately 10 nmas the disk height
is scanned between 30 to 100 nm (not shown). Similarly, the
spacer height being varied between 150 and 250 nm results in
linear shifts of all resonances with a similar slope, weakly
affecting the Raman effect.
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